All students are invited to take part today in selecting the " Favorites" for the 1945 CAM- PAMELLA. A table will be kept open from 9 to 1 in Sallyport where students will secure ballots on which to nominate their choice of " Favorites." Any girl registered in her senior year, eligible for nomination, and the winners, whose picture shall appear in the CAMPAMELLA, will be those girls receiving the highest number of nominations on the ballots.

1. No student will be allowed to vote in place of any other student under any circumstances.

2. A nominee may receive only one vote from any particular ballot. A girl's name appears more than once on one ballot, she will not receive more than one vote for that particular ballot.

This is a new system in choosing school favorites. It has been carefully planned and is designed to encourage cooperation in making it successful. Make your honest choices, and please do not let politics enter in any form. Let's choose girls who are representative of all the school.

—Alice Craig, Editor.

NROT Officer Reported to Rice

Texas has laid claim to another Californian in the person of Mr. F. H. Hemgren, who recently reported to the Rice Student Naval Unit. Although Lt. Hemgren was born in Los Angeles, he spent a few years in San Diego, California, long enough to qualify as a Californian.

Mr. Hemgren's life has been spent in working on his education, but he has spent a few years putting his knowledge into practice. The University of Michigan was the original Alma Mater, having gotten his BA degree in 1932. Not satisfied with this degree, he went to the Stanford School of Business and received his MA in 1934. From then on he was called to active duty and he did accounting work with various companies on the west coast. Just before entering the navy Mr. Hemgren was with Consolidated Aircraft Company.

In January, 1943, civilian Mr. Hemgren became naval Lt. (lg) Hemgren. On May 20 of the same year he entered the University of Arizona for his initial training and then to the Pacific Fleet. Mr. Hemgren's duty was aboard Consolidated Aircraft, and he continued his work as an accountant. Although Lt. Hemgren was with Consolidated Aircraft before entering the navy Mr. Hemgren has been very active with the University of Arizona Navy Club in which he is active in the various activities and organizations.

Mr. Hemgren was with Consolidated Aircraft in charge of the Bond Wagon, in which he has been very active with the various activities and organizations.

Mr. Hemgren has had many interesting and varied experiences, but the most interesting of all was a trip to the Rice Terrace. The hour is 6:00-7:00, Hi-Hat Navy Orchestra.

Chemical Society Meet Is Changed to U. of H.
The South Texas Chemical Section of the American Chemical Society will meet in the Chemistry Lecture Hall of the University of Houston next Wednesday evening, 25 January, at 8:00 p.m.

The Rice Institute Basketball Game Thursday, 18 January 8:15 P.M., High School Gymnasium.


Girls' Club Vice-Versa Dance Saturday, 20 January 8:00-12:00, Field House.

AJIE Banquet and Dance Saturday, 20 January 8:00-9:30, pins, hammers and screwdrivers. The work was done by the girls in the dorms.

And于是 our field trip. Leaving Houston and Pasadena, we arrived at the door of the General Discussion, led by Mr. M. C. Gaines, with Mr. Mc- Gillity's help, conducted the tour of a large store in Houston's grocery stores. The students investigated the arrangement of vegetable, meat, and canned goods. The storage and vegetable preparing rooms were examined. Mr. Gaines called attention to differences in market design and layout. At one store, designed by Mr. Mc- Gillity, the student visitors were shown the store by Mr. Gaines, when he made the remarks about the design. Dr. G. A. Buttrick, Minister of the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York City, will deliver the Rockwell Lectures this year from 23 January to 30 January.
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Edwards. The ceremony was solemnized 10 January. The couple will close friends Miss Jane Gillespie was honored tobrate her birthday been selected as yet. Members and the bride is a former student of Rice where she was a member of P.A.L.S. L. Strom, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Houston needs both; Rice is big enough for both.

The weakness of this defense, however, is the continued...mmented as a psychia...ther, but he is soon joined by O'Keefe, and the two fight it out in friendly...in Davenport's foot fit in Lila Sue real...it is the sun, force of all intellectual and spiritual...is your own creature comfort.

The editor wishes to retract two...—John Barrymore. * *  *

GIRLS' CLUB SOS—

—Dorothy Parker. * *  *

—Charles Boyer.

—Ibsen.

—O. Henry.

—Julian Huxley.

—Homer.

—Scipio Africanus.

—La Rochefoucauld.

—Adam.
Sports Stuff

By Glenn Bryan

The TCU backers came through in their black horse style when they gave the hard-pressed Owls a near-fight before bowing 40 to 44 Friday night. Using their customary blocking tactics the Ft. Worth boys employed a tight nose defense so they made Henry sweat for his sixteen-point total. As the clock ran the ball game became a melée of fields. Thirty-two intramural teams were registered, 15 against the Owls and 17 for TCU.

The contest started slow and looked like a walk away, the score being 7 to 0 after three minutes but the Frogs closed a large gap to bring themselves within 3 points of the Owls at the half. Henry rallied things with two quick baskets, and all was over except the counting.

Most excited non-participating was the visitor’s Coach Bob McQuillan. Somehow he didn’t agree with the honorable referees’ decisions, and demonstrated his disappointment by throwing up a huge white towel and wrapping it around his head.

Gus Schmidlin turned in a nice job of worrying Henry until he rushed in on his 10th foul and was given a rest. Dick Welr played good ball, hitting the needed baskets and keeping take-runner-ups in the scoring department. Welr was the key man with the best final percentage behind the passing of Tommy Hopkins and Harlanning, both of whom regaled the audience with spectacular goals, and Weatherall scored many of the points for the night and to give Owls a 70 to 69 victory. Damn.

Baker got the Mustangs off to a fine start and kept them in front most of the first half. (He scored 20 and a teammate, Avery, got 12) but Rice came back and at one time Henry had never again lost the lead. There was a seven point margin when the Rag-nots, led by Jim McBride and Dan Davenport, took over. The E. B. line-up started Dudley (high scorer), Bailey and Miller. The Owls were rough and not so exacting.

Monday night, in St. Paul’s gym, the Girls’ Club took the Owls 42 to 20. For almost all of the Owls troubles and out-of-town trips. Those losses forced the Rebels to use the same line-up throughout the game, with no chance for the Owls to get into the game either way. The Owls went out of action, thanks to Navy troubles and out-of-town trips. Those losses forced the Rebels to use the same line-up throughout the game, with no chance for the Owls to get into the game either way. In the end of the game program probably danceled the final outcome of the game. The Rebels, a team of all-stars, were led by the passing of Tommy Hopkins and Harlanning, both of whom regaled the audience with spectacular goals, and Weatherall scored many of the points for the night and to give Owls a 70 to 69 victory. Damn.
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Girls’ Basketball Continues As Usual

By Mary Jane McNair
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Converse-Dunkel

Dick Dunkel’s latest ratings place Arkansas in fifth place in the South and Southwest with 69 points, and Rice seventh with 68. These normal rankings (averages of a period through 8 January) list no other southwest conference teams among the first ten.

Predictions for the week covered five games, all having been played by the time this paper comes out. Oklahoma A. & M. (71.6) was to defeat Arkansas (69.4) Saturday night, while Rice (88.6) was handing TCU (44.9) and SMU (55.2) was taking Texas A. & M. (65.2).

By Ed Hartsook

Last week-end saw the resumption of play in the intramural football league. Last Saturday scores are given below.

In a non-conference affair, Rice meets the undefeated Arkansas Air Force team. This promises to be a clean, hard fought game, with the Fighters installed as slight favorites. Saturday night the farmers come to town to add one more win to the league leaders’ record.
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January for a tour of duty as an Attu, in seven days. Four days were spent aboard a D.E. enroute from Port Chicago, California, to the Aleutians. The M. K. U. is throwing a band up party this Sunday afternoon at 6-40 at Assy House. There will be no anomalies of sailors at 

the M. U. are again the commanding officer of their ship. While in this capacity, Lt. (j.g) McIntire has had numerous interesting naval and civilian career. He went to college at Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., one of the oldest colleges in the country. He majored in mathematics and received his Ph. D. degree in 1935. From college, he went to work for the Atlantic Refining Co. in the sales department. He was with this company for seven years before he entered the Navy.

In March of he was appointed the new officer as its own. That November, he was appointed commanding officer of his ship. In October, he was commissioned as Lt. (j.g). He majored in mathematics and has a Ph. D. He likes the Navy, and his time learning the duties, obligations, and responsibilities of a naval officer.

The D.E. 14 was flagship of D.E. 14. He reported to the Rice Institute on 4 days before he entered the Navy.

The Rice Institute Library maintains a steady growth, with books and films being added as the need and opportunities arise. A certain amount in the budget is set aside each year for the purchase of new books for the library. The selection of books is largely the duty of the department heads, although this does not preclude the purchase of books on subjects such as music which are not represented in the library.

Thus far, the library has received many donations of books for the library. The selection of books is largely the duty of the department heads, although this does not preclude the purchase of books on subjects such as music which are not represented. A well-balanced and carefully chosen selection of books is always maintained.

In addition to the regular budget, the library receives many donations each year toward the purchase of specified or general books. Prominent among these gifts is the annual donation of $200 by the Owren Wister Literary Society for the purchase of books on Texas History, and has been the policy of the library to secure books largely from limited editions by authors from this part of the country. Other benefactors donate volumes and subscriptions.

A recent practice has been that of donating books to the library in memory of those killed in the serv.

Campus Quotes

The campus quotes are

Henry: Where did you get that black eye?—Dr. Bray.
Goodale: I went to the dance and was struck by the beauty of the place.
He was a civilian family man again.

BOWL FOR HEALTH AND ENJOYMENT

Recreation Bowling Palace

6445 Main
Across from Rice Stadium